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Blending markers and black pen on watercolor paper

“A person who never made a mistake never 

tried anything new.” —Albert einstein

When i pull ouT a CoMpaSS anD proTraCTor in my mandala 

workshops, invariably there are students who recall the struggles 

they had in math classes when they were in school. One woman 

bravely shared how she felt blocked by her fears stemming from 

geometry class. I can so relate. Of all the subjects, math was my 

worst. Perhaps this is why my students enjoy my lessons involving 

math; I’ve overcome my fear and discovered that I’m good at break-

ing down the steps. It is fun to see the lightbulb moments and hear 

the “ahhhs” from my students as they get how to break the circle 

down into segments to create the grid. Once you get the pattern, 

you too will take off drawing beautifully symmetrical mandalas. 

It is important not to skip this chapter, though it may be tempting 

to jump ahead to some of the other more creative lessons. Here 

we set the stage for adding fun shapes, patterns and colors to your 

mandalas. You’ll find that I refer to this grid method throughout the 

book when we draw mandalas on painted papers and collaged 

backgrounds.

Are you ready to see just how easy it is to draw perfectly sym-

metrical mandalas? Let’s get started.

The Grid Method2
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Visit createmixedmedia.com/mandala-guidebook to download gorgeous painted papers and more from Kathryn Costa.

get into the Zen

Once you get the hang of drawing repeating shapes within a grid, you can 

relax and go with the flow. I find that I can get in the flow more easily by 

setting down the ruler and drawing freehand within the grid. Pick a shape 

and then follow your breath as you repeat it over and over, working your 

way from row to row.

Stained glass Mandala  |   Kathryn Costa

Blending markers on bristol board

2 find your Center
At the center of your mandala, line 

up the protractor over the center dot 

placed in step 1.

1 Draw a Circle
Select your surface based on the medium you want to 

use—plain copy paper, cardboard, watercolor paper, canvas or 

even music sheets. I like bristol board as it works with a variety 

of mediums.

Place a ruler on your paper and mark a small dot in the 

middle of the length you wish your mandala to be, then using 

your compass, draw a circle. In this exercise my mandala 

is about 7½" (19cm). I suggest working larger for your first 

mandala. 

you May have flippeD Through ThiS book many times and admired all 

of the mandalas and wondered, How can these mandalas be so perfectly symmet-

rical? Drawing a grid is the easiest way to line everything up. In this demonstration 

I’ll show you how, step by step.

Draw a Mandala UsinG the 
Grid Method

MaTerialS liST

paper of your choice

pencil and eraser

compass

protractor

ruler

black fine point pen

stencils

coloring tools

DeMONstRAtiON
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The Grid MethoD

5 Draw Several Circles
Using a compass, draw several more circles. Vary the size of each 

circle to create an interesting pattern.

4  Draw the guidelines
Use the marks you made in step 3 to draw twelve guidelines. Keep 

them very light because you’ll want to erase them in a later step.

3 Divide the Circle into equal Sections
Divide the mandala into twelve equal sections. Divide 360° by 

the number of sections to determine how big to draw each section. 

In this example,  360°/12=30°. Using your protractor and pencil, mark 

your circle in 30° increments: 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, etc. Turn your 

paper around to mark the same degrees on the other side.

7 begin your Design
Using a pencil, connect the bottom of one grid point to the top of 

the next guideline and then back down to the next grid point. Repeat 

the design around the entire circle.6 add Midpoint guidelines
I add midpoints to grids that have twelve or fewer sections. Use a ruler 

and pencil to add midpoint guidelines between the twelve lines from step 4 

to create twenty-four equal sections.

To get your guidelines, simply divide 360 by the number of sections you want.

For an eight-sectioned mandala, 360°/8 = 45°, so 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, etc.

I also like to double the number of sections I originally choose for midpoint guidelines.

How to Divide Your Mandalas

A

B
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Visit createmixedmedia.com/mandala-guidebook to download a PDF of gorgeous painted papers from Kathryn Costa!

The Grid MethoD

10  follow your instincts
Continue working to develop your mandala. Here I embellished 

the center with small bumps around the outer edge of the inner circle, 

then added another outer row of wide petal shapes.

I didn’t plan out the design for this mandala. I started in the center and 

worked my way around until I filled the mandala with various shapes. It is 

fun to work this way as the mandala emerges before your very own eyes.

8 build your Design outward
Move to the next row and draw a repeating shape around the entire 

circle. Here I used the same flower petal shape. Notice how I’ve alternated 

the placement of the flower petals in this row with the previous row. Feel 

free to mix and match the shapes that you use to create your repeating 

patterns.

9 use a Stencil to add a new row of Shapes
For the third row, use a stencil to draw circle shapes on every other 

guideline. Line up the stencil on the guidelines to keep your design sym-

metrical.

I also like the look of a hand-drawn design within a carefully measured 

grid. The little imperfections add character and charm.  

11 ink and erase the pencil Marks
Before adding any color, outline the mandala and shapes within it 

using a black fine-point pen. Micron, Sharpie and Pitt are a few brands I like 

to use. When you are done inking, fully erase all remaining pencil marks.

12 bring your Mandala to life With Color
 The coloring stage is my favorite part; I like watching the character 

of my mandala emerge when I add color. This mandala was completed with 

Copic markers, but raid your stash and color with anything you like. I tend 

to work from the inside outward, but experiment with different coloring 

techniques to see what works best for you. See page 26 for the completed 

colored mandala.
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